
 

  

 
 

BIOGRAPHY 
ERIC LADIN  
‘Chris Kraft’ 

 
Eric Ladin plays the series regular role of ‘Chris Kraft’ in National Geographic’s original 
scripted series THE RIGHT STUFF on Disney+, based on Tom Wolfe’s bestselling nonfiction 
series, which dramatically explores the early days of the NASA space program. 
 
He recurs in the second season of Doug Liman’s “Impulse” on YouTube Red, as well as in 
Apple+’s much-anticipated series “For All Mankind,” from Ronald D. Moore. Eric previously 
starred as a series regular in History Channel’s military drama “Six.”  He also has recurred in 
Amazon’s “Bosch,” Netflix’s “Longmire” and in USA’s third season of “Shooter,” opposite 
Ryan Philippe. 
 
Eric was a series regular alongside Jack Black and Tim Robbins in HBO’s political comedy “The 
Brink,” which followed his critically acclaimed recurring role as the iconic J. Edgar Hoover on 
HBO’s “Boardwalk Empire.” He was lauded for his series regular turn as campaign manager 
‘Jamie Wright’ on the hit AMC original series “The Killing,” a crime drama in which everyone 
was a suspect. In the end, he was revealed as the killer. He has received notice for many other 
roles, including his arc as January Jones’ brother in “Mad Men;” his arc portraying Chloe 
Sevigny’s diabolical doctor/brother in “Big Love;” and as a series regular in the hard-hitting 
HBO miniseries “Generation Kill.” His also is known to audiences for his multitude of guest-
starring roles on shows like “Justified,” “Suits” and “Grey’s Anatomy,” to name a few. 
 
In feature films, Eric played a long-time member of Bradley Cooper’s platoon in Clint 
Eastwood’s Navy SEAL drama “American Sniper” and starred as ‘Detective Clark’ in New 
Line’s horror hit “Annabelle,” a spin-off of “The Conjuring.” He next reprises the role in New 
Line Cinema’s upcoming horror thriller “Wolves at the Door.”  
 
 



 

 
In addition to his on-screen performances, Eric is blessed with an extraordinary speaking voice, 
as evidenced by his many roles in hit video games including leads in the hugely popular “Call 
of Duty,” “Infamous 2,” and “Left for Dead 2.” He also narrated the History Channel’s “Mud 
Cats” and has voiced characters in many cartoons such as “Fish Hooks,” “Pickle and Peanut” 
and “Avengers Assemble.”  
 
A proud native of Houston, Texas, and graduate of USC, Eric currently resides in Los Angeles 
with his wife and two sons. 
 


